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KOEBE DOMAINS FOR CERTAIN FAMILIES

A. W. GOODMAN

Abstract. The Koebe domain of a family of functions, analytic in the unit

disk E, is the largest domain that is contained in/(£) for every function of

the family. In this paper we review some families for which the Koebe

domains are known, and find the Koebe domains for some new families.

1. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with various families 9 of

functions each regular in the unit disk E: \z\ < 1. The Koebe domain for the

family ÍF is denoted by AT (5) and by definition this is the largest domain that

is contained in/(£) for every function/(z) in 5.

Some results are trivial consequences of classical theorems on univalent

functions. For example if §" is the family of normalized functions univalent in

E, then the Koebe 1/4-theorem tells us the K(<») is the disk |w| < 1/4. If <J

is the subset of convex univalent functions then K0) is the disk |w| < 1/2.

Other examples will be mentioned at the end of this paper.

2. Bounded functions. Let 9>(A)bt the family of functions

f(z) = Az+ f anz\       0<A < 1, (1)
n = 2

that are regular and satisfy |/(z)| < 1 in E. In 1929 Landau [8] determined

K(%(A)). Here we obtain the same result, but our proof is somewhat

different and slightly shorter. We first describe the extremal function in

Lemma 1. The function

1   _  e-Bz/(\-z)

has the following properties in E: it is regular, |F(z)| < 1, it omits e~B^2, and if

f(z) E <&(C), 0 < C < 1, and also omits e~B/2, then F"'(/(z)) is regular in

E, and satisfies the conditions of Schwarz's lemma.

We observe that F(z) can be put in the form

sinh Bz/2(\ - z)

F(Z) =  sinh B/2(\ - z)  ■ (3)
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Proof. We build F(z) by a sequence of mappings. First tj = - Bz/(\ — z)

carries E into the half-plane Re 17 < B/2. Then f = en maps this domain

onto a surface consisting of infinitely many disks |f | < R = eB/2, tied with a

logarithmic branch point at f = 0. The function f(z) omits f = 0, but

assumes every other value in |f | < R infinitely often. Finally the function

w = R(\ - f)/(F2 - f) carries the disk |f| <R onto |w| < 1 and takes

f = 0 into w = l/R. Thus w = F(z) has the first three properties mentioned

in the lemma. To see that F_1(/(z)) is regular in E we observe that it is

regular in a neighborhood of the origin. Further it can be continued analyti-

cally throughout E, because F'(z) is never zero in E and the only boundary

points of F(E) are the points |w| = 1, and the omitted value R = e~B/2.

^ = ^7T>       0<A<1, (4)

Theorem 1 (Landau [8]). Let 8 = p(A) be the solution of the equation

-28ln8

1-87

with 0 < p(A) < 1. Then the Koebe domain for the family 'S) (A) is the disk

\w\ < p(A).

Proof. We first remark that if/(z) G <$>(A), then so also is eiaf(e'iaz) for

every real a. Thus if f(z) omits some w>0, then by a rotation there is another

function in the class that omits 8 = \w0\. It follows that if a class of functions

is invariant under the rotation e"xf(e^"xz), then the Koebe domain is a disk.

Suppose now that f(z) is in %(A) and omits 5 where we can assume that

1 > 8 > 0. We define B by 8 = e~B/2 and with this B and the function F

defined by equation (2) we set

1      /'(0) A(eB-l)

*<*>=m/mi - ñorz+■ ■ ■=-W2 z+---- &
Then by Schwarz's lemma applied to tp(z)

A(eB - l)/5e>*/2 < 1, (6)

with equality if and only if <p(z) = z. If we replace eB^2 by 5 in (6) we obtain

-2f31n5

1 -Ô2

Since the right side of (6) is a strictly increasing function of 8 we must have

8 > p(A). Hence the Koebe domain for %(A)is the disk |w| < p(A).   fj

To see that the right side of (4) (or (7)) is a strictly increasing function of 8

in (0, 1) we set 8 = (1 - u)/(\ + u) (see Landau [8, p. 620]). Then

25 In 8      1 - u2 .    1 + u     „        -K S       u2n
In -¡- = (1 - m2) 2

a<-t^. (7)

1-52 2u 1 - «     v 7nto 2n + 1

v     2u2n

¿1  4n2 - 1'

which is strictly decreasing in u.
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It is natural to extend Theorem 1 to the family %k (A) of functions

f(z) = Azk+    f    a**",      0<A<\, (8)
n = k+\

that are regular and satisfy |/(z)| < 1 in E, where A: is a positive integer.

Indeed we have

Theorem 2. The Koebe domain for the family <S>k(A) is the disk \w\ < p(A).

We set Fk(z) = F(zk) where F(z) is the function defined by equation (2).

Since Fk(z) omits 8 — e~B/1, this shows that the Koebe domain for *$>k(A)

cannot be larger than the disk |w| < p(A). If we try to imitate the

subordination argument used in the proof of Theorem 1, we find that we

must make the additional assumption that f(z)/zk has no zeros in E.

However, by modifying the original Landau proof we can avoid this

additional assumption.

Suppose that/(z) is in cS>k(A) and omits 8, where without loss of generality

we assume that 0 < 8 < 1. If we set

S - f(z)
g(z) = 1 - Sf(z)   =(S~Azk-)(l + 8Azk + ---)

= 8-A(l - 82)zk + ■ ■ ■ , (9)

then | g(z)| < 1 and g(z) ¥= 0 in E. Consequently

h(z) = -In —j- = -lnl 1-g-zk +

-A(\-82)
zk + ■ ■ ■ (10)

is regular and Re h(z) > -ln(l/<5) in E. When we apply the Caratheodory

bound \b„\ < 2 for the coefficients bn of a function with positive real part, to

h(z) -r-lnO/S) ,4(1-S2)
—- = 1--zk + --- (11)

ln(l/5) áln(l/r5) l    ;

we obtain inequality (7).   □

Let 9>k(l, M) denote the family of functions

00

f(z) = zk+    S    anz" (12)
n = /t+l

that are regular and satisfy |/(z)| < M in E, where M > 1. A trivial trans-

formation applied to Theorem 2 gives

Corollary 1.  The Koebe domain for the family %k(\,M) is the disk

\w\ < Mp(\/M).
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We observe that

P(A)
lim Mp[ — ) = lim

M->oo \  M )        A^OM->oo \  M )        A^O      A

This gives

= 0.

Corollary 2. Let &k be the set of all functions of the form (12) that are

regular in E. Then the only point common to f(E) for every f(z) in &k is the

origin.

In other words the Koebe "domain" for &k consists of just one point,

w = 0.

3. Some related families. Let <$k(A) denote the family of functions of the

form

00

p(z) = \+Azk+    2    anz",       0<A<2, (13)
n = k + \

which are regular and satisfy Re(p(z)) > 0 in E. We apply the trans-

formation p(z) = (1 + /(z))/(l — f(z)) to the functions in 9>k(A). Since a

covered domain goes into a covered domain, and the family %k(A/2) goes

into the family 9k(A) we have

Theorem 3. Let k be a positive integer and let 0 < A < 2. The Koebe

domain for  the family   9k(A)  is  the open disk  with  center at  the point

(1 + p\A/2))/(\ - p\A/2)) and radius 2p(A/2)/(\ - p2(A/2)).

If we apply the transformation g(z) = 2a/(z)/(l - f(z)) to a function/(z)

in 9>k(A/2a) we find that

00

g(z) = Azk+    S    a„z" (14)
n = k+\

is regular and satisfies Re/(z) > - a in F. This gives

Theorem 4. Let k be a positive integer and let a, A > 0, with A < 2a. Let

%k(a, A) be the family of functions of the form (14) which are regular and

satisfy Re g(z) > — a in E. Then the Koebe domain for this family is the open

disk with center at the point 2ap2(A/2a)/(\ — p2(A/2a)), and radius

2ap(A/2a)/(\ - p2(A/2a)).

For the next family, the method is the same but the computations are more

involved. Let %k(a, ß, A) be the family of functions g(z) of the form (14)

that are regular and satisfy - a < Re g(z) < ß in E. Here a, ß, A > 0 and

we must impose the condition
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because if this condition is not satisfied the family is empty, as we will soon

prove.

To obtain the Koebe domain for the family %k(a, ß, A) we need the

univalent function 77 (z) that takes E onto the domain - a < Re w < ß with

77(0) = 0 and 77'(0) > 0. Since

L(z) = (1 - ie'yz)/(\ + ie~iyz)

maps E onto the half-plane - -n/2 + y < arg w < -n/2 + y, a brief compu-

tation shows that

ut \      a + ß   i       \ - ieiyz a- ß   m

"■ 1 + ie~iyz ' a + ß   2'

2(« + ß)   S ,    1xn+,r cos(2« - 1)y sin2«Y

n — 1

2(-iri   ;.   'z^-^^-z^ (16)2« - 1 2«

has exactly the properties we wish. Further

"'<0)-3^cos(^ff)-,->0. (17)

Theorem 5. Let k be a positive integer, let a, ß, A > 0, and satisfy condition

(15) with strict inequality. Let B denote the unique positive root of

„.as+ii^i^.«)*^. (18)
it \a + ß   2 ) eB _ \ v    '

Then the Koebe domain for the family %k(a, ß, A) is the image of the disk

\z\< e~B'2 under H(z).

Proof. If F(z) is the function defined by equation (2), then e~i9F(eiBzk)

omits e~i0e~B/1 in E. Since the composite function hk(z) = H(e~i9F(ei9zk))

is in %k(a, ß, A), this proves that the Koebe domain cannot be any larger

than the one described in the theorem. Conversely if f(z) = Azk + . . . is in

%k(a, ß, A) then 77_1(/(z)) is bounded in E and the image of E under this

function must cover the disk \w\ < e~B^2.    □

The condition A < A* is necessary. Suppose that/(z) is in %k(a, ß, A)

with A > A* > 0. Then H~\f(z)) = bzk + . . . satisfies the conditions of

Schwarz's lemma and b > 1. This is a contradiction. If A = A* then/(z) =

H(zk) and the Koebe domain is the strip - a < Re w < ß.

4. A family of univalent functions. Let §>%(a,ß,A) be the family of

functions f(z) = Az + . . . which are regular and univalent and satisfy

-a < Re/(z) < ß in E. Here a, ß, A > 0 and satisfy condition (15). To

obtain the Koebe domain for this family we combine 77 (z) with the extremal

function B(z) for bounded univalent functions.

Pick's Theorem [13]. The Koebe domain for the family of functions f(z) = z

+ . . . that are regular, univalent, and satisfy |/(z)| < M in E is the disk
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|w|< M(2M - 1) - 2M}/M(M - 1)   = RP(M).

There is a univalent function B(z) that maps E onto the disk \w\ < M with a

slit from RP to M on the real axis. Further B(0) = O and B'(0) = 1.

Now let/(z) belong to S %(a, ß, A). If H(z) is the function defined by

equation (16), then

&(z) = #"'(/(*))-■£* + -..

is regular, univalent, and satisfies \b(z)\ < 1 in F. If we apply Pick's Theorem

to A *A ~ xb(z) we find that this function maps E onto a domain that covers

the disk |w| < RP(A*/A). Consequently f(z) = H(b(z)) maps E onto a

domain that covers the image of the disk

\z\<j^Rr(^)-^(2A*-A-y¡A*{A*-A)) (19)

under H(z). If M = A*/A > 1, then H(eieB(e~iBz)/M) is in %%(a, ß, A)

for all real 9. This gives

Theorem 6. The Koebe domain for the family § %(a, ß, A) is the image of

the disk (19) under H(z) defined by (16), and A* is defined by (15).

We can let ß -» oo in Theorem 6, but it is simpler to proceed directly. Let

S % (a, A) be the family of functions/(z) - z + . .. that are regular, univa-

lent, and satisfy Re f(z) > — a in E. If we replace H(z) by the function

Hx(z) = 2az/(l — z) and A* by 2a, and repeat the above considerations we

obtain

Theorem 1. If A < 2a, the Koebe domain for the family § %(a, A) is the

image of the disk \w\ < A~x(4a — A — y2a(2a — A) ) under Hx(z) =

2az/(l - z).

5. A survey of known Koebe domains. Rogosinski [15, Theorem 11] found K,

the Koebe domain for the family of normalized starlike univalent functions

with fixed \a2\. Netanyahu [12] found K for the same extended family when

the condition starlike is dropped. Pinchuk [14, Theorem 6.2] found K for the

family Vk of functions of bounded boundary rotation. Goodman [3] found K

for the family of typically-real functions. Goodman and Saff [4] found K for

the family of functions convex in the direction of the imaginary axis. Miller

[11] found K for the family of alpha-starlike functions, and Coonce and

Miller [2] extended the result to the subclass of functions that are p-fold

symmetric. We have already mentioned Landau's result [8] for the family of

bounded functions, and Pick's Theorem for bounded univalent function. The

Koebe domain for normalized univalent functions with p-fold symmetry

follows immediately from the Koebe 1/4-theorem.

We turn to the family of normalized univalent functions for which all the

coefficients are real and some of its subsets. The entire family has been
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considered by Jenkins [5]. McGregor [10] found K for the following three

subsets (A) convex functions, (B) starlike functions and (C) functions convex

in the direction of the imaginary axis. Krzyz and Reade [6] found K for the

following five subsets (A) circularly symmetric functions, (B) the intersection

of/(F) with the upper half-plane is convex in the direction of e'm (0 < a <

1), (C) close-to-convex functions (D) odd convex functions, and (E) odd

starlike functions.

We can also impose a Montel type normalization. This means that for

some fixed r0 with 0 < r0 < 1, we consider the family of functions f(z)

regular and univalent in F with /(0) = 0 and f(r0) = r0. Lewandowski,

Miazga and Szynal [9] found K for the following three subsets (A) starlike

with real coefficients, (B) convex with real coefficients, and (C) convex in the

direction of the imaginary axis with real coefficients.

Kuz'mina [7] has considered families of univalent functions that omit two

fixed values. The Koebe domain for univalent functions convex in the

direction of the imaginary axis was found earlier by Reade and Zlotkiewicz

(On univalent functions with two preassigned values, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 30

(1971), pp. 539-544), but the Goodman-Saff proof [4] is shorter.

Added in proof. Let S¿ be the family of normalized univalent functions

for which f(E) is bounded by a quasi-conformal Ac-circle. Blevins found K for

Sk, see Cañad. J. Math. 28 (1976), 627-631.

In a recent conversation, E. Merkes asked for the Koebe domain for a

normalized odd typically-real function. Apparently this problem is difficult

because the extremal function is not \H(z2) where H(z) is the extremal

function in the family of typically-real functions used in [3].
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